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Abstract We study a type of recommendation systems problem, in which the
system must be able to cover as many users’ tastes as possible while users’
tastes change over time. This problem can be viewed as a variation of the
maximum coverage problem, where the number of sets and elements within
any sets can change dynamically. When the number of distinctive elements is
large, an exhaustive search for even a fixed number of elements is known to be
computationally expensive. Many known algorithms tend to have exponential
growth in complexity. We propose a novel graph based UCB1 algorithm that
effectively minimizes the number of elements to consider, thereby reducing
the search space greatly. The algorithm utilizes a new rewarding scheme to
choose items that satisfy more user types as it construct a relational graph
between items to choose. Experiments show that the new algorithm performs
better than existing techniques such as Ranked Bandits [17] and Independent
Bandits [12] in terms of satisfying diverse types of users while minimizing
computational complexity.
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1 Introduction
Recommendation systems in recent era not only need to address the huge
amount of users to satisfy but also their rapidly changing patterns of prefer-
ences. With such a fast and continuous shift of users’ preferences, a recommen-
dation system needs to learn quickly from the patterns of choices in previous
users to suggest items to the new user. As diverse tastes of the incoming users
induces a fast turn over time for the desirability of items, online recommenda-
tion systems get little prior knowledge about the distribution of the preference
on items among the user population. Moreover, most recommendation systems
need to pick a limited number of items to recommend to a user, yet they are
still required to satisfy the user with at least one of these recommended items.
Our graph-based online learning algorithm tries to produce a substantially
small but a diverse recommendation set from a large number of items, at the
same time satisfying many different user types. In this paper we define a user
by his or her choice of items, therefore, users having the same preference over
items are considered to be the same user type.
The graph-based algorithm can discover correlations among the items so
that related items can be represented by one among the items. In other words,
if a recommendation system (with a fixed small number of items to recom-
mend) could pick only one from a group of related items, it would be able to
satisfy all users of that user type. This method effectively reduces the number
of items to be considered thereby reducing computational complexity of the
problem. Consequently, the new algorithm can satisfy more diverse user types.
Because we need to address dynamically changing user preferences over time,
the correlation graph also changes as data stream in. Therefore, an effective
and efficient way to update the correlation graph must be designed. We present
an algorithm to address this problem as well.
Now we list some of the challenges which made our problem interesting.
Then we state our contributions to overcome those challenges. The challenges
are:
– The problem of choosing the optimal set of recommended items for a given
user population is an NP hard problem [9] even if all the user vectors are
given oﬄine. This problem is equivalent to the maximum coverage problem
[5].
– There is a greedy optimal solution to this problem [10] that can be known
given the entire user vector oﬄine. But to identify that optimal set, each
k-subset of all n items needs to be tried as a potential candidate, so there
are exponentially many options for the trials [17].
– When a new user data streams in, the system must make a decision on
whether to categorize the new user to an existing user type or create a
new user type, if the input data is significantly different from any exist-
ing user types. In fact, this problem is common to all machine learning
classification and clustering problem. It is also known as the open-set clas-
sification/identification problem [3, 15].
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User abandonments [6] in recommendation system is that the system gives
up in satisfying certain user types. For example, if a user type is quite unique
and the population within the type is small, it may be better to ignore the
user type to accommodate user types with a larger population. However, a
good recommendation system must minimize user abandonments. Our method
minimizes the user abandonment while maximizing the payoff of the system.
Some contributions and results are:
– developing a graph based mechanism for recommendation systems where
the system learns the dependency structure among the items though a
novel rewarding scheme.
– verifiing the efficacy of our method for choosing a very small number of
items to recommend from real data sets where there are hundreds of users,
each having thousands of choices to pick from.
On average, our proposed mechanism outperforms existing recommenda-
tion techniques in terms of covering different user types while keeping the
computational complexity low.
This paper is organized in the following way: in Section 2 we discuss the
online learning problem for recommendation system formally. In Section 3
we cite some of the related works. Section 4 discusses the bandit setting for
the problem. Section 5 describes our past approach to overcome the issues
regarding bandit algorithm for online recommendation system and Section 6
illustrates the limitations of past approach. Section 7 details our proposed
graph based model to overcome the shortcomings of the past approach. We
used the works mentioned in Section 3 as baselines to compare the performance
of our past approach and graph based method in Section 9. In Section 9, we
conclude.
2 Problem Description
Most existing literature including [12] consider a recommendation system
where n items {i1, i2, i3, ...in} are given. When a user arrives, the system needs
to show her a set of k items where k << n. If she finds any one of them rele-
vant, the system gets a payoff of 1. If none of them is relevant to her interest,
then it gets a payoff of 0. [12] defined a user relevance vector as following:
Definition 1 Each user j can be represented by a {0, 1}n vector Xj where
Xji = 1 indicates that user j found item i relevant where i ∈ {i1, i2, i3, ...in}.
For example, Xj = {0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1} means user j finds 2nd, 4th and
10th items relevant out of n = 10 items that are given to the recommendation
system to recommend from.
At time t, after a recommendation set for a random user is already generated,
that specific user vector is disclosed to the system and system gets its payoff.
Then the system updates the recommendation set for the next possible user
so that it maximizes its payoff and thus minimizes the abandonment rate.
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Fig. 1 Payoff for a recommendation set according to users click response
Because plugging-in an algorithm to test its performance to a real-time
data stream would take quite a long time, all of the online recommendation
experiments are done with a huge dataset that has been collected. We choose
the method described in [12] as follows. With given such a static dataset, to
simulate an online learning problem environment of the arrival of a random
user at time t, the algorithm chooses a vector Xt independent and identically
distributed from an unknown distribution D from all user relevance vectors.
Then the recommendation system presents a set of k items St without observ-
ing Xt. We also adopted the definition of set relevance function F used by the
paper to follow the convention:
Definition 2 F (Xt, St) is a submodular set function [21] stands for the payoff
of showing St to user with relevance vector Xt. Characterization of user click
event is done by the following conditions: if Xti = 1 for some i ∈ S
t then
F (Xt, St) = 1 else F (Xt, St) = 0
According to [12], the value of displaying a set St, is the expected value
E[F (St, X)] where the expectation is taken over realization of the relevance
vector X from the distribution D. Once realized, for a fixed set S, it is denoted
as E[F (S)] (the fraction of users satisfied by at least one item in S).
Like [12], our target is to minimize abandonment, so we need to maximize
click through rate [11], which is:
maximize E[F (S)]
subject to |S| ≤ k
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3 Related Work
In the existing work, two different approaches has been found to build a recom-
mendation system by using UCB1 bandits. We discuss their advantages and
disadvantages in this section. The Ranked Bandit Algorithm (RBA) [17] used
each item in the recommendation set to satisfy a different type of user and
hence came up with a consensual set based on diverse users. It used strong
similarity measures (dependency) between items and takes into account only
the first item selected by an user from the recommendation set to represent
the group of similar type of user. But as their algorithm strives to produce an
ordered set, the learning is slow. It specifically holds ith bandit responsible for
ith item in the recommendation set. But performance of ith bandit is actually
dependent on picking the appropriate item (in proper order) by on all other
bandits preceding i. As a consequence of this cascading effect, the learning for
ith item cannot really start before Ω(ni−1) time steps [12]. According to their
setting, the probability of user x ∈ X selecting the ith item from the recom-
mendation set is denoted as pi which is conditional on the fact that the user
did not select any of the items in that set presented in any earlier positions.
Formally, pi = Pr(x
i = 1|xi−1 = 0) for all i ∈ k where the binary value {0, 1}
of xi denotes the probability of selecting the item i by the user x
On its attempt to maximize the marginal gain of ith bandit, where each
bandit is a random binary variable, RBA forms a Markov chain where the
later bandits have to wait for an earlier one to converge. To speed up the
process, Independent Bandit Algorithm (IBA) [12] assumed independence be-
tween items and used Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) [19] as a greedy
method to select items to recommend. PRP give equal credit to all the item
a user select within the recommendation set and each bandit responsible for
selecting an item of that user’s choice gets a reward of 1. The overall payoff
for the recommendation set is 1 even more than one items are selected by that
user. But this solution is sub-optimal in minimizing abandonment because di-
verse users are likely to be a part of the minority, which might not be covered
by the top-k items PRP selects. So it often fails to capture diversity.
We used both RBA and IBA as our baselines in the experiment to compare
with our past approach which we call non graph based method and compared
our graph based approach with our past approach. Throughout this paper we
use the term ‘our past approach’ and ‘Non Graph Based method’ interchange-
ably.
Apart form these, most recent graph based recommendation system has
been proposed by [13] where they used the concept of entropy and the linked
items in the graph on their attempt to find recommendations that are both
novel and relevant. Nevertheless, they admit that their proposed system does
come with its weaknesses. The variance in the relevance of recommendations
is high due to the use of items with high entropy as novel items. Unlike a
defined trade off between exploration and exploitation of items, there exists a
degree of unexpectedness with irrelevant recommendations in their approach
that rise from the randomness and risk-taking by their entropy based method.
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Also, it is difficult to explain specifically why the recommendations were given
aside from providing related items from the user profile. So their approach is
oﬄine approach as they need the entire user vector to search for the items to
recommend. Also, they were not concerned with the issue of user coverage.
4 The Baseline Algorithms Used
The underlining approach we are taking is Multi-Armed Bandit Algorithms
[22]. The Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) problem is the problem a gambler faces
given a slot machines with multiple levers (arm), deciding which arm to play,
how many times to play a specific arm and the order to play them with an
objective that the decision will maximize the sum of rewards earned through
a sequence of arms played. Playing each arm provides a random reward from
a distribution specific to that arm, which is unknown to the gambler.
For an online recommendation system, at each time t, from n available
items (arms), k items needs to be picked by the algorithm. So k instances
of multi armed bandits are instantiated, each having n arms to select from.
Once an item has been selected to place at j slots by the jth bandit, that item
will be unavailable from the rest of the bandits j, j + 1...kth bandits. Thus
a set of k non-identical elements is constructed. A random user’s choice is
compared with this recommended set and accordingly reward is fed back to
the associated bandits.
The most popular stochastic bandit algorithm, UCB1 [2] has been used as
our baseline where each slot of k-element set runs UCB1 to pick an item i
from n available options which maximizes xi+
√
2 log(f)
fi
where xi denotes the
current average reward of the item i and fi denotes the number of times item
i has been picked so far in total t rounds. Here f denotes the total count of all
items picked so far as f = Σti=1(fi). It is not difficult to observe that confidence
bound grows with the total number of options we have chosen but shrinks with
the number of times we have tried a particular option. This ensures each action
is tried infinitely often but still balances exploration and exploitation.
This is called Upper Confidence Bound (UCB1) [2] because this value can
be interpreted as the upper bound of a confidence interval, so that the true
average reward of each item i is below this upper confidence bound with high
probability. If we have tried an item less often, our estimated reward is less
accurate so the confidence interval is larger. It shrinks as we recommend that
item more often.
Suppose, there is only one item to select from two: i, j ∈ A and both of
them have achieved same average reward (xi and xj are the same) after some
random number of trials. Now, if arm i has been tried more often than arm
j, then fi > fj with same f as a numerator. Then
√
2 log(f)
fi
<
√
2 log(f)
fj
. So
confidence bound shrinks for i more than j. Again, this bound grows if f gets
higher.
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Provided that a UCB1 algorithm have tried enough of each items to be rea-
sonably confident, it rules out the chance that a selected item would be sub-
optimal or inferior in terms of achieving reward. While we would like to include
this apparently superior arm (item), we have to make sure that the other arms
(items) are sampled enough to be reasonably confident that they are indeed
inferior. UCB1 does that for us, but unfortunately UCB1 assumes all n items
are independent. However, in many applications items are not independent.
For example, if a customer likes a certain grocery item, she may also like other
related items. Our algorithm also addresses the dependencies among items.
In fact, our algorithm leverages the dependencies to maximize the coverage of
user preferences.
5 Our Past Approach
Algorithm 1 shows our past approach we used [18]. According to this method,
we initialize k number of bandits UCB11(n), ...UCB1k(n) to construct a set
of k items where bandit i gets priority on selecting an item over bandit i+ 1.
Similar to [12], once an item gets selected by a preceding bandit, it becomes
unavailable to any later bandits (ref line 6 and 7 of the algorithm). After the
recommendation set St is created this way, it is compared with a random user
vector Xt picked in time t (in line 9-11). The novelty of our approach is in the
rewarding scheme for the bandits (shown in line 12,13). If the recommenda-
tion set contains more than one items preferred by the user, the first bandit
responsible for picking the preferred item get a relatively much higher reward
as Fit for that item than any other bandits who picked other items of that
user’s preference. We set that higher reward C to be equal to the accumulated
reward of all bandits who picked a preferred item for that user in that recom-
mendation set. In this way, we strengthen the average reward for the bandit
who picked the first item the user preferred. This creates a bias towards the
first item a user prefers and helps recommending users of same user type with
one preferred item; by finding one representative item for each user-type, we
can maximally utilize the recommendation vector size k. However, this ap-
proach only allows the first item to be chosen in the user preference as the
representative item for a user type. We discuss this shortcoming in the next
section.
6 Shortcomings of the Past Approach
One problem with our past approach is that the unequal rewarding scheme still
can exclude many user types with smaller populations (refer them as ‘minority
user-types.’) The basic idea behind our past approach [18] follows Probability
Ranking Principle (PRP) [19] which allows to rank items in decreasing order
of relevance probability without considering the correlations between them as
in [12]. But unlike [12], unequal rewarding for bandits on selecting an item
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Algorithm 1 Non graph-based Approach
1: Input: n items
2: Output: k items
3: Initialize UCB11(n), ...UCB1k(n)
4: for all t ∈ T do
5: St
0
← ∅
6: for all i = 1 to k do
7: select(UCB1i, N \ Sti−1)
8: end for
9: Pick a random user vector from the dataset
10: Display St to user for and receive feedback vector Xt
11: C =total number of items clicked by the user from St
12: Feedback:
13: Fit =


C, if Xti = 1 for the i ∈ S
t which is the first click
1, if Xti = 1 for any i ∈ S
t which is not the first click
0, otherwise.
14: update(UCB1i, Fit)
15: end for
makes the highly rewarded bandit choose a representative item covering all
other items that are correlated to it. Focus of this approach is to reduces
the chance of selecting more than one item preferred by the same user type,
thereby wasting the precious limit of total number of items to be recommended,
k. The idea is that we want to make it more effective in accommodating a
diverse user-types by representing those minority users who have at least one
of their preferred item overlapped with the majority users; but due to the PRP
principle, no bandit could ever select that overlapping item which could cover
both the user-types. This problem is illustrated with an example. Let there
be a total of 100 users in the system, each of them is represented by a user
vector of size 10 (expressing their items of choice out of 10 available items).
Let’s also assume that we can only recommend 2 items out of 10. I.e., k = 2
and n = 10. Say, there are 3 types of users:
– user-type1: prefer item1, item3, item5, item7 and item9 together
– user-type2: prefer item2, item4, item6, item8 and item10 together
– user-type3: prefer item4, item6, item8 and item10 together
UCB1 ensures that an item is recommended enough number of times to be
reasonably confident about their chance of getting rewarded. Now according
to our scheme:
– For selecting item1, bandit1 will be rewarded with at most a payoff of 2
(accumulated from items 1,3 or 1,5 or 1,7 or 1,9 ) provided that 2nd bandit
picked either items 3 or 5 or 7 or 9 and get a reward of 1.
– According to the same mechanism, bandit2 will be rewarded more than
others for picking item2.
– This may result in a recommendation set with item1 and item2. This cause
dominance of user-types 1 and 2, depriving user-type 3, if the majority of
the population are of user-types 1 and 2.
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Fig. 2 Limitation of Non Graph Based method where T i labels the 2 item recommendation
set at ith time step coming from 2 bandits b1 and b2 and ui denotes the user vector it is
recommended to
– On the other hand, a closer look into these 3 user-types can reveal that, if
we could reward the 2nd bandit for picking item4 instead of item2, it could
cover both the user-type2 and user-type3.
According to UCB1 policy, the average reward for a bandit picking item2 will
be decreased if more of the incoming users are of user type-3 and eventually
average reward of a bandit selecting item4 will beat that of selecting item2.
But that will not happen until user-type3 data outnumbers user-type2, which
may take a long trials. Recall this is an online learning problem. The limitation
of choosing only the first item to be the representative for a user-type reduces
the effectiveness of the algorithm, in particular in online situation. We need
to be able to change the representative items dynamically as needed. Figure 2
illustrates this situation.
7 Our New Method: Graph Based UCB1 Bandits
As we encounter the above mentioned issue with our past approach [18], we
realized that when we increase the reward of a bandit for picking the first
item preferred by a user-type, we also need to make sure there is a discount
on that reward if that item is not sufficient to address the satisfaction of other
user-types. This inter-user-type discount factor is not easy to compute because
this requires remembering history. In our present work, we introduced the Rel-
evance relationship between items, which remembers history of relationships
among items in a computationally efficient way:
Definition 3 Relevance between items in the recommendation set is denoted
by Rel(i, j). Rel(i, j) = 1 if items i and item j are found in the same user
vector. Otherwise Rel(i, j) = 0
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This Relevance is denoted as edges between items in our graph based method
and it impacts our rewarding scheme for bandits responsible for picking the
corresponding items in the following way:
Definition 4 Reward for a bandit to select an item i where i gets the first
click from a user:
Rwd(i) = 1 + 11+|N |Σj∈{N\i}Rel(i, j) where N is the set of all items in the
recommendation set
This term has been used as node weights in our proposed graph based algo-
rithm where each node represents an item. This scheme is used to reduce the
importance of an item if it appears together with other items from the same
user-type historically and hence implicitly facilitate the selection of an item
preferred by minority user-types. The reward function of a bandit who picks
an item selected by the a user is a logarithmic function of the weight of the
node representing that item in the graph.
Algorithm 2 Initial Graph
1: Create graph G0(V, E) consists of isolated nodes where vn ∈ V for each item n ∈ N and
initialize E = {}
2: for all n = 1 to N do
3: Let wn ∈ W = 0 for vn ∈ V where W is the weight vector for nodes
4: end for
5: Call BRecommend kItems(G0, B) where B is the set of k number of bandits
7.1 Construction of Relevance Item Graph
To keep track of relations among the items seen and recommended so far in
the online environment, we need to build and update a relevance item graph
each time the system sees a user and a recommendation is made. We construct
the relevance item graph in the following way:
– At the beginning, there are n number of isolated nodes representing the
total number of items to choose from.
– Each node has a weight associated with it which denotes the relevance of
the item in the graph. Initially all node has identical weight of 0
– Each time a random user is shown a set of k items by the recommendation
system. This is a simulation of an online environment.
– If the user selects (i.e., likes) more than one of these recommended items
then we draw a directed edge from the node, which stands for the first
choice of items to the other items (nodes) chosen by the same user. For
example, if a user selects item1, item3, and item5. There will be directed
edges from item1 to item3 and from item1 to item5.
Algorithm 2 shows the initialization of the graph and Algorithm 3 shows how
the graph is evolving dynamically.
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Algorithm 3 BRecommend kItems
1: Input: The graph at the end of (t − 1)th round: Gt−1,
the set of k bandits each having N arms: B = UCB11(N), ...UCB1k(N)
2: Output: Recommendation set of k items for user arrived at time t: Rt
k
3: Rt
0
← {}
4: for all i = 1 to k do
5: select(UCB1i(N), N \Rti−1)
6: end for
7: call Update Graph(Gt−1, Rt, B)
7.2 Assignment of Node Weight
As we construct the graph dynamically as each user data is encountered in an
online fashion, weights of the nodes get adjusted in the following manner: if
the user chooses one or more items from the recommendation set: the node
representing the first choice of the user gets an increment of weight by 1 + 1
C
where C is the number of total items in the recommendation set picked by
that user according to Definition 4.
This technique assigns less weight to each node as more items are selected
by the user at a time. Idea behind this is, if more items in our recommendation
system is chosen together with an item a user first picks, then that item is not
a good representation of the specific user-type as opposed to an item which is
uniquely selected by the user. Other items selected by the same user instance
(but are not her first pick), will have an increment by 1 in their respective
weights.
This weighting scheme also ensures that, if only one item from the recom-
mendation set is selected by that user, it gets the maximum weight of 1+ 11 = 2
as that single item is potentially single-handily covering that user-type. If the
user selects none of the items recommended, then each node in the recommen-
dation set will have an increment of 0 in its weight.
Fig. 3 shows how this weighting scheme alleviate the issue related to our
past approach and better handles the overlapping items chosen by different
user types.
7.3 Discounting Factor on Correlation
As we select random sample of users over a period of time for real simulation,
we scale down the importance of older correlations as opposed to the newer
ones after every τ time steps. We keep τ to be a fixed period of time which
we call an “epoch.” Within an epoch all items in the recommendation set that
appears together and has a match with the sampled user instances, is given
same discount. Node weights increase between epochs as we tend to give more
importance to relations between items coming from the recent samples. As we
are sampling a sufficient amount of user instances in uniform random manner,
it ensures our algorithm to retain the popular items in the recommendation
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Fig. 3 Emergence of item 4 with increasing weight as a potential replacement of item
2 in the graph based method to accommodate user type 3 as in the illustrative example
mentioned in Figure 2
set while facilitating diverse user instances according to our novel rewarding
mechanism. This procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Update Graph
1: Input: Graph at the end of (t − 1)th round: Gt−1,
Recommendation set: Rt
Set of all bandits: B
2: Output: Updated graph after t round: Gt(V, E)
3: Pick a random user vector ut
4: Generate feedback vector Xt from the indices of ut which contains 1
5: Create a set of directed edge Et such that for each e(i, j) ∈ Et:
vi represents the item clicked which has the lowest index in Rt and vj rep-
resents any other items clicked in Rt (according to the feedback vector Xt
6: E = E ∪Et
7: C =total number of items in Rt which matches with those of Xt
8: if (t%τ == 0) then C = C × f(t) where f(t) is the discount factor on C at time
step t
9: Update W by following:
10: for all n ∈ N do
11: wn =


wn + [1 +
1
C
], if vn is the only item clicked
or has one or more outgoing edge(s) in Et
wn + 1, if vn has an incoming edge in Et
wn, otherwise.
12: end for
13: call Adjust Reward(B, k,Rt, Xt)
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7.4 Rewarding the Corresponding Bandit
We update the rewards of the corresponding bandits who picked the items in
the recommendation set after each iteration, so that bandits gets incentives
to pick the appropriate items to cover different user-types. The bandits who
are responsible for picking the corresponding items in the recommendation
system gets rewarded proportional to the weight of the node representing that
item in the graph. This way, over the iterations, edges connect the nodes and
their associated weights are accumulated. Bigger the log difference among the
weights of different items, better the bandit selects the more rewarding item
among them. Algorithm 5 is developed on this idea.
Algorithm 5 Adjust Reward
1: Input: B set of all UCB1 bandits,
k items recommended,
Rt the recommendation set,
Xt the user vector
2: Output: Reward updated for all Bandits
3: for all j = 1 to k do
4: Feedback the jth Bandits with the following reward:
5: Fjt =
{
log(wj), if Xtj = 1 for the j ∈ R
t
0, otherwise.
6: update(UCB1j , Fjt)
7: end for
8 Empirical Evaluation
In this section we show the performance boost of the graph-based method over
the existing ones.
8.1 Performance of Initial Approach
We used Movielens1000 [14] data set for our experiments. The data set consists
of 943 users rating on 1682 movies (where users rated at least 20 of them). The
real valued ratings has been converted to binary (relevant or not) by using a
threshold of exceeding θ which is set to 2 for our experiment as rating ranges
between 1 to 5. Our recommendation set selects k = 10 movies each time for a
random user out of available n = 1682 movies. This makes our method run to
solve for more than a thousand armed bandit problem - which, to the best of
our knowledge has never been tried before. We compared our past approach
with RBA and IBA and average simulation result is presented in Fig 4. The
points along the lines in the graph show the results reached at 10K, 50K, 100K,
200K, 500K, 510K and 550K time steps.
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Fig. 4 Performance comparison of recommending 10 movies out of 1682 from MovieLens
dataset of all unfiltered 943 users using RBA, IBA and our past (Non Graph Based) approach
Fig. 5 Average Performance comparison of first 1000 iteration of our Non Graph Based
and Graph Based Approach on unfiltered users w/o discount on weight
8.2 Performance of Graph Based Approach
In this section we describe 3 different experiments we conducted with the new
graph based bandit algorithm. First, we ran our Graph Based Bandit algorithm
on our data set without any discount on weight and found it outperforms our
past approach after a considerable amount of user vector is presented to the
system. Fig 5 and 6 shows the beginning and end trends of our simulation.
By analyzing the user vectors, we found that the data set has a few user
instances who selected unusually many more movies than others. Fig 7 ex-
hibits the user click behavior from the MovieLens1000 data set. To normalize
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Fig. 6 Average performance comparison of 50000 iteration of our Initial and Graph Based
Approach on unfiltered users w/o discount factor
Fig. 7 Click Behavior of User Instances in Movielens Dataset
this skewness, we filtered out the user vectors to take account of those user
instances who has selected at least as many movies between 13 to 150. Num-
ber of these users makes 80% of the total user instances which results in 741
user instances selecting from 1456 movies. Without the loss of generality, this
filtered dataset still captures a diverse user types, yet rules out users with too
many movies associated. So in this experiment, we used our non discounted
weighting mechanism on our filtered data set. As expected, this shows even
faster user coverage. The result of this experiment is shown in Fig 8. Finally,
we introduce 2 types of discount function at the end of each epoch where epoch
length is fixed as 10K time steps.
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Fig. 8 Average performance comparison of up to 50000 iteration of our Initial and Graph
Based Approach on filtered users w/o discount factor
– Linear Discount: In this scheme we scale the weight after each epoch by
following function:
f(t) = f(t− 1) + ǫ
where t denotes the time step. In our experiment, f(0) is set to 0.2 and ǫ
is set to 0.2. We run our algorithm upto 50K iteration with 50K10K = 5 epochs.
– Logarithmic Discount: According to this technique, we impose a logarith-
mic smoothing of
1
(1− log(t+ τ)/T ))))
where τ is the epoch length and T is the total time steps of the simulation.
We compare the impact of the linear discount with the logarithmic one for the
filtered data set in Fig 9. It can be observed that in long run both the linear
and logarithmic discounting scheme attains almost same performance as non
discounted method because we are randomly sampling from a static pool of
data. As more emphasis is given towards recent samples of user instances this
discount can capture the taste of the diverse users appeared in later time.
9 Conclusion
Unlike personalized recommendation systems [20] which often use collabora-
tive filtering [7, 8], content based filtering [16] or a hybrid of these two [4],
we came up with a recommendation system that satisfies a diverse number of
user types. An existing paper argued that dependency among items can be
ruled out by ignoring the correlation gap [1, 12] . But we show that, the corre-
lation between items is an important criteria to identify diversity in terms of
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Fig. 9 Average performance comparison of up to 50000 iteration of Linear and logarithmic
discount on our Graph Based Approach on filtered users
user types. We proposed a effective graph based bandit rewarding mechanism,
which aimed to incorporate this diversity and our empirical evaluation showed
that it outperformed existing techniques for real data sets in terms of covering
a large number of user types introducing no additional complexity. In future,
we want to extend this solution to a distributed recommendation system to
facilitate a scalable and decentralized decision making for Big Data.
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